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A fatigue crack propagation test under mode II has been set up for unidirectional composite
laminate characterization at high frequency. The specimen is clamped on a shaker and
loaded on its first bending resonance mode. This dynamical test allows an accurate delam
ination extension monitoring based on the resonance frequency shift. Dynamical tests are
conducted at 260 Hz and 400 Hz and their results are compared to those obtained with
10 Hz 3 ENF tests. Fatigue crack propagation results are presented taking into considera
tion the loading ratio difference between both test configurations. All results are collapsed
in a unique propagation rate curve.
1. Introduction

During their service life aeronautical structures are submitted to vibrations due to turbulent aerodynamic flow. These
fluid structure interactions induce not only sonic acoustic fatigue spectra with low amplitude loads at high frequency range
but also buffeting or flutter type fatigue with high loads at lower frequency range [1,2]. At high frequency a very high num
ber of cycles can be reached. Today certification of composite structures under damage tolerance is generally based on the
concept of no growth damage [3]. So whatever the load level and the frequency range, it must be proved that no delamina
tion defect propagates under vibration loading. This raises the questions of frequency effects on crack propagation and of
methods enabling the investigation of crack propagation under very high cycle fatigue (VHCF).

Delamination will propagate under one of the three following pure modes or a combination of them: the opening mode
(Mode I), the sliding mode (Mode II) and the tearing mode (Mode III). Tests for pure mode I and II are largely used to
characterize composite material under fatigue loading [4 6]. For the most critical mode, mode I, ASTM has defined the
Double Cantilever Beam (DCB) test as a standard [7]. Currently no standard has been officially released for mode II fatigue test.
Several test configurations can be used for mode II: the three point bending end notch flexure (ENF), the four point bending
end notch flexure (4ENF) and the end loaded split (ELS) [8]. Mode II fatigue tests on fiber reinforced polymers (FRP) are
commonly carried out at a frequency up to 10 Hz, under controlled loading ratio and with a test stop criterion related to spec
imen compliance. Fatigue behavior of carbon/epoxy laminate in pure mode II up to 106 cycles has been widely studied



Nomenclature

DG Gmax Gmin

DGeq equivalent delta G
da
dN crack propagation rate
c Hojo formula material constant
mlt Poisson ratio
mtt transverse Poisson ratio
q density
u phase between input acceleration and specimen displacement
a current delamination length
a0 initial delamination length
ai specimen delamination size
b specimen width
C compliance
C0 compliance law parameter
dimp imposed displacement
depnumerical numerical model displacement
depspecimen

specimen test displacement
Ef flexural Young modulus
Enumerical numerical model bending modulus
Especimen fitted specimen bending modulus
Et transversal Young modulus
ERR energy release rate
f f final frequency of the specimen
f numerical numerical model frequency
f sweep specimen resonance frequency obtained by frequency sweep
G ERR
Gc critical ERR
Gfinal dynamical test ERR
Glt shear modulus
Gmax maximum ERR
Gnumerical numerical model ERR
K stress intensity factor
k Paris law parameter
kD DGeq Paris law parameter
L distance between ENF rollers
L0 free specimen length
Le specimen length
m compliance law parameter
m G N curve parameter
mD DGeq N curve parameter
N number of cycle
n Paris law parameter
Nc critical number of cycles
nD DGeq Paris law parameter
P load
p G N curve parameter
pD DGeq N curve parameter
R fatigue loading rate
[9,4,6,10 12]. At this frequency of 10 Hz, more than 11 days are needed to reach 106 cycles. In these conditions the explo
ration of high cycle fatigue ð106 109Þ is greatly time consuming. One solution to reduce the test time is to increase the test
frequency. However, this question doesn’t seem to be addressed in the literature for delamination propagation under mode II.

Frequency effects on fatigue life have been widely investigated in the literature on polymers and composite materials
[13 15]. For composites most of these studies concern fatigue tests performed at a rather low frequency range from
0.01 Hz to 30 Hz on tension/compression specimens [16,14,17 19]. They show a large dependence of the fatigue behavior
of FRP on loading frequency. This is due to the inherent viscoelasticity of organic matrix. Indeed there are two notable fre
quency effects which oppose each other: creep and hysteretic heating [15]. At low frequencies, creep behavior is predominant



and it reduces fatigue resistance with a decrease in frequency. At higher frequencies, hysteretic behavior leads to a self
heating which may turn into a thermal failure and result in a reduction of fatigue life of the component.

Very significant temperature rises have been monitored for the highest frequency tests (10 30 Hz). Xiao [14] studied
angle ply APC2 laminates and computed a temperature increase of up to 135 �C. Barron [17] also reported temperature rises
up to 90 �C for a carbon fiber/epoxy composite at20 Hz. This is particularly true for highly hysteretic or viscoelastic materials
at the test temperature and also for disoriented lay ups towards the loading direction [17,14,19]. Rotem [20] tested a quasi
isotropic graphite/epoxy laminate under reverse loading. He observed that between 2.8 Hz and 10 Hz, when the frequency
increases, the heat generation increases too. High temperatures lead to earlier crack initiation in fatigue. Temperature
increase due to self heating might also be used to monitor the fatigue life of laminated composites [19]. However it is also
reported that at low stress levels this self heating is reduced and disables any thermal failure. Indeed stress level is one of the
key factors [13,18,19] for frequency effects.

Some experimentations at much higher frequencies were already achieved in order to accelerate fatigue tests and to
reach a very large number of cycles [21 23]. For a frequency of 100 Hz, several authors [21,23] reported limited effects
on fatigue life of composite laminates. Wang et al. [22] have even developed an experiment at 20 kHz to perform fatigue
tests on epoxy bonded joints. These experiments were possible because specific specimen dimensions and the limited strain
amplitudes have restricted any inconvenient self heating effects.

Similarly the geometry of notched specimen used for crack propagation is likely to reduce self heating which is largely
dependent upon the capacity of samples to dissipate heat. It is related to the thermal transfer characteristics of the material,
to extension of the heated zone and to the specimen surface area to volume ratio [13]. Indeed for notched specimen, the
zone of high stresses is localized and the rest of the specimen is able to dissipate enough heat. This limits any large temper
ature rise and any thermal failure.

Frequency effects on fatigue crack propagation in polymers are largely dependent upon the polymer itself [13,24 26].
Yuen et al. [25] reported no effect of frequency at room temperature for the PMMA. Merah et al. [26] achieved tests on
Chlorinated PolyVinyl Chloride (CPVC) to find the influence of temperature and frequency between 0.1 Hz and 10 Hz. The
frequency sensitivity increases with an increase of the fixed test temperature. It is linked by the authors to a major crazing
fatigue mechanism. In a study performed on several polymers, Ramsteiner [24] displayed da=dN f ðMKÞ curves for 1 and
10 Hz which are almost identical. However the author reported that crack propagation is faster at 10 Hz than at 1 Hz. It is
difficult to get a clear comprehension of frequency effects from these studies.

There are very few studies concerning frequency effects on crack propagation in composites. Nakai et al. [10] performed
fatigue crack propagation tests on CF/epoxy laminates at different frequencies and environment. The authors reported an
effect of cycle dependance for mode I test and of time dependance for mode II test. Studies on temperature effects are more
common. For example Sjorgen et al. [27] investigated the temperature effect on the delamination growth of carbon/epoxy
composite in mode II. Fatigue propagation rates at 100 �C at same energy release rate (ERR) are faster than at room temper
ature and a decrease of 30% of the critical value is observed in static loading.

In the field of composite delamination propagation, researchers limited their investigation to frequencies lower than or
equal to 10 Hz. So the first aim of this work is to develop a simple test approach to perform fatigue crack propagation (FCP)
under mode II at higher frequencies. As performed before for mode I [28], fatigue test of cracked specimens is performed
under vibration loading at resonance. An ELS type test specimen is loaded to its first bending resonance mode. The loading
ratio is then R 1. When delamination propagates, resonance frequency decreases [29]. So the resonance frequency is used
to monitor the crack propagation. Dynamic tests are achieved for two frequencies 260 Hz and 400 Hz. Results of these tests
are compared with more classical ones which are performed with the ENF (End Notched Flexure) configuration on a servo
hydraulic machine at 10 Hz and R 0:1. Effects of frequency on the behavior of a carbon fiber/epoxy composite are then
investigated and discussed together with the possibility to accelerate FCP tests.
2. Material and specimens

The material used in this study was the Hexply� M21 resin and T700 Carbon fiber unidirectional prepreg supplied by
Hexcel�. Beam specimens of 180� 25� 5 mm3 were cut out from unidirectional ½010�sym plates cured in a thermal press.
The curing procedure followed a standard cycle with a homogenization stage at 150 �C and a curing one at 180 �C as recom
mended by the supplier. A 25 lm thickness Teflon film was inserted at mid plane of laminates during stacking operations to
create an artificial starter crack (Fig. 1). All specimens were then pre cracked to get at least a 2 mm crack extension before
fatigue tests. Mechanical properties of the material were also measured and main results are listed in Table 1.
3. Low frequency fatigue tests

3.1. Test configuration

Low frequency fatigue tests have been performed with an ENF configuration on a servo hydraulic fatigue machine with a
5 kN load cell capacity, at a controlled displacement ratio of R 0:1 and at a frequency of 10 Hz. The dimensions of the ENF
test device used in this study are given in Fig. 2. All specimens had an initial crack length ða0Þ of 15 mm before pre cracking.

























dynamical fatigue at resonance should largely accelerate test durations. However, further tests have to be completed and
performed for other load ratios and other materials in order to support this eventuality.
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